STIR VEN
TECHNICAL FILE
FRANÇOIS VIVIER – ARCHITECTE NAVAL
Being the winner of the contest of plans “a boat to
go to the islands” organised by Chasse- Marée,
in the category of “tradition revisited”, Stir-Ven
unites classicism and modernity. It gets from
classicism, the elegance of its clincher-built hull,
the conviviality of its long and deep cockpit,
aesthetics of a leg-of-mutton rig with high
performance at all speeds (jib rig), beauty of
varnished wood, bronze deck fittings,
manoeuvrability by scull, possibility of rowing in
non-windy weathers (oars are placed under the
lateral decks). It gets from the modernity, the
clincher-built plywood epoxy technology, the
reduced maintenance requirements, the ease of
towing and putting into water, the light-weight
keel that allows the use of a 180 kg.
Centreboard-ballast made of moulded profile, and
the security (unsinkability). Stir Ven is intended
for daily cruises, solitary or with crew; it is also
suitable for sea cruises: it has two beds in its
small cabin, two others on the cockpit floor under
a tent which even allows you to stand up! You
can live a few days on board freely, having
access to most moorings forbidden to larger
cruisers.
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A complete kit consisting of all plywood parts
cut with digital CNC machines, most of which
are real-size, and the templates necessary for
construction, is already available. Finally, we
also supply a complete file for amateur boat
builders, which contain an illustrated guide and
27 plans in A3 format. Today, 25 Stir Vens have
been built, nearly half of them by amateur boat
builders. Stir Vens will finally be able to race
together on occasions like Golfe Week, races of
Bois de la Chaise etc... The series is under
continuous development. Please note that the
Stir Ven construction file is available in English.

